Baroness TDA1200 Unique Selling Points

**Low Power Requirement**
* Only requires a minimum of 18hp to operate it which means a small and lightweight compact tractor can be used thus giving it better access to restricted areas.

**Lightweight**
* Weighing just 495 kg it is very lightweight thus minimizing turf damage and compaction.

**Compatibility**
* Will fit on a standard category 1 three point hitch with 540 PTO.

**Ease of Adjustment**
* The working depth can be quickly adjusted without using any tools thus allowing easy on site adjustment.

**Efficiency**
* Although compact in design it still has a 120cm working width that provides a productivity of 1,872 m² per hour.

**Versatile**
* Ideally suited to golf greens & tees, bowling greens, tennis courts, large formal lawns and small sports fields.

**2 Speed Gearbox**
* Allows the crank speed to be changed without changing PTO speed in order to provide a variety of hole spacing’s.
* A straight action with no heave reduces surface disturbance thus leaving a smooth post aeration surface.

**Working Depth**
* The TDA1200 has an impressive working depth of 250mm which will enable aeration holes to be punched through the deepest of compaction layers.

**Multiple Tine Options**
* The standard tine holders will accommodate tines from 8mm to 19mm.
* Optional multi-tine carrier blocks can be fitted to produce very tight aeration patterns.

**Ease of Adjustment**
* The working depth can be quickly adjusted without using any tools thus allowing easy on site adjustment.

**Rear Roller**
A full width rear roller and roller scraper are supplied as standard which enhances post aeration surface presentation.

**Soil Reliever Finger Plates**
* Supplied as standard to minimize turf lifting.

**Lightweight**
* Weighing just 495 kg it is very lightweight thus minimizing turf damage and compaction.
* Ideal for using on soft ground prone to flooding in order to aid drainage.